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Graphic Redesign
This project was discussed at the Editorial Board meeting in Chicago and transferred to the new Editor for implementation.

Readership Survey
The report on the survey was published in the Fall 2011 issue as a contribution to Professional Resources.

Web Presence for Reviews
Review Editors Amy Cooper Cary and Danna Bell-Russel and Teresa Brinati created a Reviews Portal at http://www2.archivists.org/american-archivist-reviews.

American Archivist Online Supplement
The American Archivist Editorial Board is launching an online-only supplement to the journal, envisioned as a place for the occasional publication of thematic or other special content that is guest edited. It is expected, in all but exceptional cases, that content in these occasional supplemental issues will undergo the same rigorous peer and editorial review as articles in the regular issues. In conjunction with the work of SAA’s 75th Anniversary Task Force, Bill Landis is editing the inaugural Online Supplement that will appear as a supplement to volume 74 of The American Archivist. It will capture the content of program sessions that the 2011 Program Committee identified as relevant to the 75th anniversary celebrations at the ARCHIVES 360˚ conference in Chicago. The content will be posted online and available beginning in January 2012.

Other Activities
I updated the policies and procedures document for the new Editor, Greg Hunter. I joined in a conference call with Nancy Beaumont, Teresa Brinati, and Greg to discuss the transition. I am sending a copy of my database and documents from 2011 to Greg. I will transfer all documents from 2006 through 2011 to the SAA Archives. All are in electronic form. I will try to save my e-mail in such a way that it can be used at least in the short term. All papers in the review queue were returned to authors except for one paper received December 21, 2011. It is out for review.
Volume 74. 2, Fall/Winter 2011: The content for this issue was 366 pages. It was posted to the MetaPress site on November 23, 2011. I received my member copy in California on December 13, 2011.

Volume 75. 1, Spring/Summer 2012: I assembled the content for this issue and sent the last piece to the copy editor on November 29. I had hoped that all would be finished so that I could send it to the new Editor to take through production beginning January 1. Because the copy editor is also copy editing the Online Supplement, not all papers will be finished by January 2. Some copy edited papers will be sent directly to Greg. The table of contents appears below.

Review process from August 3 to December 31, 2011
Papers received and acknowledged: 15
Papers accepted: 8
Papers rejected: 4
Papers pending review: 1
Papers read and evaluated before submission: 0

Vol. 75.1 Spring/Summer 2012 – Table of Contents (Draft December 2011)
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Articles

The Inquisitor as Archivist, or Surprise, Fear, and Ruthless Efficiency in the Archives / Jessie Sherwood
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“Metaphors for Life Itself”: Historical Photograph Albums, Archives, and the Shape of Experience and Memory / Jeffrey Mifflin
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Terry Cook, ed., Controlling the Past, Documenting Society and Institutions: Essays in Honor of Helen Willa Samuels / Reviewed by Jeannette Bastian

Francis X. Blouin, Jr. and William G. Rosenberg, Processing the Past: Contesting Authority in History and the Archives / Reviewed by Ryan Speer

Richard J. Cox, Archival Anxiety and the Vocational Calling / Reviewed by Anne Gilliland
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